
The name of my thesis represents few problems, which influenced birth of the text and
stand in its background. "Muse upon" is a kind of jink from us ing an ordinary title,
that characterizes an analytic elaboration of some partial subject-matter. This text is
rather a synthesis. On the other hand the synthesis presuppose the existence of some
analytic studie s and that is a mission, which is waiting in the context of "red
assimilation" of Jews in the Czech Lands for completion. And so I am not bolt for
more, than "musing up on" .
. I am interested in the relation of J ews In the Czech Land and
socialistlcommunist movement. If I deviate from this subject some time - especially in
the last chapter - it is in the intention of colouring the politic and strategy of
communists, eventually of whole context, in which took place the dialog between J ews
about nationa! and supranationa/ in the twenties and thirties of 20th centuly. This
dialog is also the reason, why I focus on Czechoslovak Communist Party after the
divorce of Social Democratic Party in the 1921. It was the communist platform that
adopted more thoroughly the conception of supranationa!, which was crucial for
socialistic inclination of Jews from nineties of 19.th century.
I am conceming about the "Jewish question" in Czech socialists movement, but
also about Czech Zionism - or more precisely - one of its radical socialistic fraction
(Poale Zion). The ground of this starting position is the understanding of socialism on
the one hand and the Zionism on the other as the responses to the same social process
of crisis of J ewish identity and effOlt to solve it. The first way, nationalism, is directing
from individual to collective identity, which is limited with the definition of nation, the
other, socialism, is more universal, but this universal model (and supranational
identity) is class determined - both include a field ofproblems for Czech Jews, which I
am seeking to describe.


